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I help companies embark on digital 

transformation to increase productivity, drive 

cost savings for better business outcomes

I believe by connecting team, workflows and 

data together, we will help the world be a 

better one.



Construction is massive, made of many 
challenges and is changing quickly

Winning Work 

Increased Collaboration 

Broken Processes 

Safety on the jobsite 

Project Delays 

Low Margins 

Avoidable Rework 

Lack of Predictability 

Data Ownership

Skill Shortage 

COVID-19 

Digital Strategy 

200k people daily added to urban areas 

Industrialized Construction 

$1T needed to close infrastructure gaps 

Sustainability

Opportunity Global Trends

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s an exciting time for the construction industry. We have continued to see a high growth rate, but demands and business pressures are also higher than ever.�Besides these increasing pressures and demands, we also hear from all customers – Owners, GCs, and Subs - about the many challenges they face every day.�On top of that, many trends are directly impacting the construction outcomes today and shaping the industry for tomorrow. 



The Past My View On Construction Management



Missing Documents, OMM Manual , As Build resulted  

delays in project close-up (up to 6 months delays) 

Final Payment release will be delay 

Missing information for owners

BIM Data are usually not usable by FM team

The Present INDUSTRY CHALLENGE



”Where is your Single source of Truth?”
5 and more different software application use for communication 

DESIGN PLAN BUILD OPERATE
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Owners, GCs and Subcontractors, all use different systems and platforms – in fact, 25% of construction companies use 5 or more different software applications – which makes integration and communication harder and limits project data usage.



On-site 

Office 

Server

BIM MANAGER ARCHITECT CONTRACTOR OWNERSUBCONTRACTOR

Missing Information
Outdated Versioning Drawings

No Visibility
Data Lost and Delay Close up and 

Handover 



But where is the data?

Who has it?
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Source: BIM After Construction, Brigitta Foster, Sandia National Labs, 2010

The high cost of lost data

Massive Info 
Lost

6 months 
consolidation 

of As Built 
Data

Unusable Data 

Clik to add text



The Cost of a Fragmented Industry

35%
of time is wasted on non-

optimal activities 
(14+ hours/person/week) 

Source: Construction Disconnected – FMI Report

TEAMS

$280B
industry annual rework costs 
caused by poor project data 

and communication

Source: Construction Disconnected – FMI Report

PROJECTS

95.5%
of all data goes unused in 

engineering & construction

Source: Big Data = Big Questions for the Engineering and 

Construction Industry – FMI Report

BUSINESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This fragmentation of data has a huge and direct impact on the project outcomes across all levels of the organization:1. Teams are disconnected and working from outdated information (due to multiple apps or even the complete lack of digital adoption), leading to loads of wasted time and security issues due to unnecessary people on the job site.2. On the Project Level, the disconnection between the office and the field accounts for massive avoidable rework, impacting project cost, quality, delivery time, and profitability.3. There’s a massive impact at the business-level as well: Unused and lost project data is hugely reducing potential opportunities such as portfolio visibility. The construction industry urges for more connection – from people to data - and technology plays a key role within this opportunity. 



AUTODESK CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS

The Autodesk Advantage

Leaders in 
Design and BIM

2D Autocad

BIM 3D Revit

Naviswork

Local Support Enable better outcome for 
Projects thru Advance 

Cloud Platform

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hopefully that gives you a better understanding of Autodesk Construction Cloud, and how we can partner to make connected construction a reality for you.  �Ultimately, we believe there are 4 key factors that enable us to deliver on the promise of Connected Construction: First, Our leadership in driving Building Information Modeling and authoring tools in AEC opens the door for customers to easily work with our construction tools. More and more contractors are embracing our authoring tools and finding value in BIM-based workflows. �Second, our unmatched portfolio. Our new, extended portfolio provides customers with the most complete solution available. It enables them to be more productive and collaborate across the construction ecosystem and the project lifecycle.   Our global network of subject matter experts in construction allows us to support our current customers and expand the presence of our new products into international markets. And our expanded sales team, who are now empowered to sell the entire portfolio based on the needs of our customers, will only accelerated that momentum.    Finally, our experience in manufacturing makes us the only company who can lead you on the journey towards new ways of working and take advantage of the convergence of construction and manufacturing.  We offer the ingredients to fundamentally improve how construction gets done and we’re seizing that opportunity that comes with the exponential demand. �The Technology is ready – YOU are ready – and We (Autodesk) are ready to help you change the way the worlds builds.



What do our 
customers say?





"We’ve been very diligent in collecting all of the information, specs and drawings, so that 

we can hand it off to the facilities team without having to continuously offer context on why 

something was done the way it was.“

Baron Bryant, Program Manager at Shopify



Case Study On Autodesk Construction Cloud

Faster finalisations of construction details, now within 3 

months of appointment

30% saving in logistics management Using BIM

40% improvement in QC process

Defects identified and rectified faster

Inspection approval times reduced

BIM design changes and fabrication defaults reduced

Improved visibility of data throughout the building life 

cycle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Being an Advance User of Autodesk Revit and Navisworks, Boustead added Assemble, Autodesk BIM Collaborate, and Autodesk Build within the Autodesk Construction Cloud unified platform to their existing product portfolio. These additions enabled the firm to move away from communications driven by email and file transfers to a more centralised ecosystem that would help them better manage every step of the project process.Data visualisation and the increased ability to analyse their data. Based on project data, issues with technical non-compliance can be predicted and avoided, whilst sub-contractor response times can be measured to see how effectively partnerships are working and better predict project timelines.



But What is Autodesk Build??





Overcoming these Challenges

Increased 

Collaboration

Single Source 

of Truth

Connected 2D & 3D 

Experience

Improved Data 

Accuracy
Standardization Digitization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But, as collaborate and partner with our customers, they keep coming back to 6 themes to overcome these challenges.��Let’s for a minute, look at what this might look at on an individual project.To start improving and achieving success, all of these don’t need to be tackled at once. Let’s talk about the potential if one, or just a few of these were deployed.-Increased collaboration- the possibilities here are endless… with increased collaboration, the phasing of work between trades can be better planned out leading to fewer delays as teams are waiting to get into the same area to work or with increased collaboration, issues and problems can be solved faster and better�-Single source of truth- rework seems unavoidable. A study with PlanGrid and FMI found that rework caused by poor project data costs the industry $280B annually,  By working off of one, single source to truth, teams can reduce errors by working off of the wrong, outdated information-Connected 2D&3D – teams arm teams with both 2D plans and 3D models so they can better understand how components are installed and identify potential clashes before they hit the field�-Improved data accuracy- With improved data accuracy, teams can better plan and forecast their projects. Having the most up to date view of work complete and project costs allows teams to understand if projects are running behind schedule or over budget sooner. Mitigating the damage and providing more time to get back on track.�-Standardization. By standardizing on one platform, teams are able to function more efficiently. There is no learning curve between projects and company standards are always met.-Last but certainly not least, digitization- by digitizing many of the processes, the gaps between distributed teams can be drastically closed.��So how does technology help you find success on construction projects?



DESIGN PLAN BUILD OPERATE

Capabilities • Design Authoring

• Design Collaboration

• Model Coordination

• Model Conditioning

• Quantification

• Bid Management

• Qualification

• Project Management

• Field Collaboration

• Quality & Safety

• Cost Control

• Commissioning

• Facilities Maintenance

• Asset Lifecycle

Shared Data Data

Models · Drawings · Issues · Specifications · RFIs · Meeting Minutes · Cost · Assets · As-Builts

Insight Predictive Analytics & Risk Management

Predictive Analytics · Benchmark Reports · Mitigation Strategies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This all comes together in Autodesk Construction CloudBest-in-class technology to support workflows spanning design, plan, build and operate – connected through deep integrationsWith data shared across phases – connected to inform decisions during design and construction, and hand over the data needed for operationsAnalysis of that data to identify, prioritize and resolve problems earlier in the lifecycleAnd connection to the partners that you need to build, with confidence to choose the best partners for each and every job.This is Connected Construction



In format ion F low in  an  ISO19650 Compla int  CDE

Figure 7 – The Common Data Environment (CDE) concept  

Graphics developed from images created and copyrighted by ISO.

A third workflow could be introduced that would follow review-authorise, which is review-accept on behalf of the appointing party. This is 

applied where the containers are published to meet an information requirement and need to be checked for completeness and correctness.
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Information approved  
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Archive
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© ISO 19650-1:2018
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Connected Common Data Environment

Common project delivery configuration, representing the ecosystem of companies that need to work together to 

design, build, and operate a building or infrastructure project. 

A central hub of information for the project is essential to not only the teams but also the owner – without that, 

information can be unreliable and increases project risk. 

FM As Built Data 
Operation Manuals

Revit As Built Model (LOD 400/500)



RFI/Docs/Drawings/Meetings/Schedule Operation and Field 

Reviewed 

Approved

Data

RFI VISUAL CHECKS MEETINGS SUBMISSION & 

APPROVAL

TENDER 

DOCUMENTATION

LOGISTICS COST ASSET

MONITORING
QA/QC 

FORMS

ISSUE & DEFECTS 

MANAGEMENT

Architectural Firms Structural Firms MEP Firms

PlanGrid Build 

Mobile App

Digital Transformation: 

Cloud Common Data Environment + Field 



Other Stakeholders leverage on Cloud to view submissions.
NO Workstation required
NO Download required.

Stream directly in the cloud

Workstation
BIM Modelers 

Organize, distribute, and share files on a single, connected document 
management platform, ensuring all team members have access to the 
information they need

* Comes with AEC Collection ,Autodesk BUILD, COLLABORATE, COLLABORATE PRO, TAKE OFF 

Document Control Document Versioning Document Approvals
Design Viewing &

Comparison Engine

Revit, AutoCAD, PDF

Native Format

Architectural 
BIM Modelers

Structural Design
BIM Modelers

MEP Design
BIM Modelers

Drawings . Revit Models . Documents . BQ . 
OMM Manual 

Workstation 
BIM Modelers 

Workstation
BIM Modelers 

Faster finalisation of construction details



Approval Ensure the 2D Drawings Generated from BIM Models are contained 
in same submission to avoid error referring to Wrong version.

Faster finalisations of construction details, now 

within 3 months of appointment



Faster finalisations of construction details, now 

within 3 months of appointment- Even Refit

Project Team Just need to click and Overlay 2D drawings on BIM model to let 
owner visualize space planning 



Other Stakeholders leverage on Cloud to 
comments and markup on drawings.

NO Download required.
Stream directly in the cloud

Organize, distribute, and share files on a single, connected document 
management platform, ensuring all team members have access to the 
information they need

* Comes with AEC Collection ,Autodesk BUILD, COLLABORATE, COLLABORATE PRO, TAKE OFF 

Document Control Document Versioning Document Approvals
Design Viewing &

Comparison Engine

Revit, AutoCAD, PDF

Native Format

Architectural 
Submission

Structural 
Submission

MEP 
Submission

RFI
Drawings 
Documents 
BQ & Cost 
OMM Manuals
RFI. Meeting Min
Project Schedule. 

Supported PDF Visualisation and collaboration

Support more than 50 
File Formats

CAD to PDF Direct Upload



Submission and Approvals

Personas 

• Developer
• Lead Consultants
• Main Con VDC Manager 
• Main Con VDC Coordinator
• Main Con BIM Archi/Structural
• Main Con BIM MEP

• Sub Con BIM/Electrical Coordinator
• Sub Con BIM/Fire Coordinator 
• Sub Con BIM/P&S Coordinator 
• Sub Con BIM/ACMV Coordinator 

Optimized Way 



Document Control, Versioning, Visualise Change Management Natively 

Compare current version and previous versions
and highlight Changes on pdf and dwg submitted  

Compare different Version of Revit Model 
submitted 

Roll Back between Version Approved 



MOBILE FRIENDLY

Search for the 
drawings

Compare Changes with 
different versions

Cloud and assign issues 
to team members 

OFFICE Documental
for Field

PlanGrid Build 

Mobile App

Field Execution



Ease Handover by downloading all approved As-built drawings 

and OMM Manuals by “As Build Approval workflow

Digital Asset Handover

Sub Con BIM/Electrical 
Sub Con BIM/Fire 
Sub Con BIM/P&S 

Sub Con BIM/ACMV

As Built Review/ 
Approvals 

and 
Validation



OMMs

As Build Docs

Commissioning 

Checklist

As Build 

Drawings/Rvt

Digital Asset: OMM Manual, As Build Models and Drawings Optimized Way 

Improved visibility of data throughout the building 

life cycle





Level Of Detail 500

Revit As Built

LOD 500 Data Detail



Level of Handing Over



Checklist Digitalization for 

Preventive Maintenance  

FM As Built Data for Operations 
3 years to Build , 100 years to Maintain 

BIM & OMM manuals Consolidation  



Supervisor receive incoming request and  

Assign Work to Technicians

Tenant Lodge predefine 

issues 

FM Ticketing by Tenants  



Digital twin platform (NEW)

Autodesk Tandem is a digital twin platform that 
allows a building project to start digital and stay 
digital, from design to build to operations, and 
transforms rich data into business intelligence.

• Harnesses the BIM data throughout the 
entire process to create a true digital twin of 
a facility. 

• At the project’s end, Project Teams are ready 
to deliver a comprehensive digital handover 
to owners of easily accessible and insightful 
data that makes for ready-to-go operations. 

• Autodesk Tandem federates all the data 
created over the course of a project into one, 
comprehensive, and simple digital replica. 

• The resulting digital replica can then be 
handed over to the owner, accelerating their 
operational readiness and providing them 
with a simplified data management system, 
helping deliver greater insight, and 
empowering them to make better business 
and operational decisions.

Beta customers only - contact owner overlay team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://adsknews.autodesk.com/news/autodesk-invests-in-aurigo-software



Inform

Predict

Simulate

Image Courtesy of BNIM

Hot Topic -Digital Twin?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Autodesk defines a Digital Twin as a dynamic digital reflection of its physical self. They possess operational and behavioral awareness necessary to simulate, predict, and inform decisions based on real world conditions.



Autodesk TandemTM will normalize project data and track a digital thread of 

information for each component of a facility from the time it’s designed to the day it’s 

decommissioned

Images Courtesy of BNIM

Digital
Twin

DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION DATA

Start Digital and Stay Digital

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today I want to introduce Autodesk Tandem, which will help you start digital and stay digital. Autodesk Tandem will leverage and normalize project data - tracking a digital thread of information for each component of your facility from the time it’s designed to the day it’s decommissioned



Asset Knowledge

Commissioning

Handover

Procurement

Design & Construction

Asset & Portfolio Analysis

Predictive, Planned
& On-Demand Maintenance

Space Planning
& Utilization

Portfolio
Management

Portfolio
Planning

Performance Monitoring
& Tuning

Image Courtesy of BNIM

Transforming the Asset Lifecycle
with a Digital Twin

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most important however is the opportunity to transform the asset lifecycle with a Digital Twin. Click: Autodesk is of course best known for our design and construction software. Owners typically contract our customers today to perform these services. Click: The first opportunity is to enable digital handover so that owners can commission a new facility with a data rich digital twin made up of object and asset dataClick: With the digital twin, we then have the opportunity to transform asset management activities, including space planning, maintenance, as well as understanding the performance of the facility. Through his phase of the lifecycle, the twin is becoming more federated and enriched, linking to operational and performance data and may also include system models and simulation which enables predictive insights. Click: At this point the twin contains significant knowledge about the facility which can be leveraged to inform the capital planning portion of the lifecycle, giving owners additional insight into what investments may lead to the best ROI for their business.



Digital Handover – Capture and Verify

Or track changes across your entire Digital Twin filtered 
by date range, asset type, space, etc. 

Model Courtesy of HOK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The history view allows you to track changes across your entire digital twin, and you can filter by date range, asset type, space, or other facets to see just the changes you are interested in.



Digital
Twin

Architect

Contractor

Owner

Image Courtesy of BNIM

Engineer

 Data Validation
 Analytics
 B2B System Integration

Extending the Value of BIM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The challenge with creating a Digital Twin from BIM and project data is the lack of data standards. Each design firm often has their own standards for classifying data and the set of parameters they use in the modeling process.Aggregating multiple Revit files from multiple firms results in data soup which complicates the problem.To make the data useful to downstream users and systems, we need to normalize the data within Autodesk Tandem.If we truly want projects to start digital and stay digital, then we need to enable “digital handovers” of normalized data. CLICK: Project teams create data in Revit and BIM360 and as that data is loaded into the Digital Twin it is normalized by classifying and mapping the data into the Classification schemes and Data Models established in collaboration with the Owner.CLICK: By having normalized data in the Digital Twin, we’ll enable access to a much broader set of Data Users in either graphical or tabular formats.CLICK: And finally, because the data has a uniform structure, we can use machines to validate it against project requirements, perform analytics, and more easily support integration with an owner's asset management systems.



But Why Digital Twin?



If Data is not There



Digitalisation – Integrate - Optimise



https://www.linkedin.com/in/williamlow74/

William Low- Regional Sales Manager 

Autodesk Construction Cloud 

I help companies embark on digital 

transformation to increase productivity, drive 

cost savings for better business outcomes

I believe by connecting team, workflows and 

data together, we will help the world be a 

better one.



THANK YOU – Visit Us at Booth E03

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we see a simplified view of how team members typically exchange information on a project – we know many of you deal with this reality today. 
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